OUT AND ABOUT 4X4 CLUB
Long Weekend Bush Camp
29th February To 2nd March 2020
It is hard to know where to start for this report as so much took place over the weekend. A group of us had
arranged to meet at Pinjarra Bakery at 3pm. Several of the group got held up by the heavy freeway traffic,
one member did not get the message about meeting at Pinjarrra so went straight to the camp site, other
members did not leave till late afternoon.
David & Margot (visitors), Alex, Maria, Andrew, Hertha, Woody, Terry and I made it to the Bakery. We
welcomed our visitors then headed to the HF Radio Bush Camp in the hills above Yarloop. The road
became gravel with parts corrugated, drive up through the hills – no sign of this area having the heavy rain
we had in Perth, trees showing new green growth and the lower vegetation also appears to be thriving after
the devastating fires four years ago. The paddocks were the colour of corn.
Chris was already set up at camp so once we had all set up our camps, sheltered by the tall trees, we joined
Chris for Happy Hour. We started a fine tab to estimate the arrival time of Mike and Clare but before we
finished each member allocating a time, they arrived, so we changed things to the arrival time of Kerry and
Steve. The fine system was whoever estimated the correct time was fine free for the weekend. Hertha was
the winner with their arrival at 6.20pm.
Saturday morning before the days 4x4 run, some member enjoyed pancakes for breakfast. 10.30 Steve
gave members the plan for the day and outlined the convoy procedures as some of the tracks were narrow
with overhanging shrubs.
The drive took us along Hoffman Road and into Hoffman Mill Bush Camp, good set up with lots of space,
shade, toilets and information about the Mill, which no longer exists. The only down-side is that camping is
only allowed between November and Easter – the hottest time of the year – no fires. It is a Water
Catchment area.

Convoy at Hoffman Mill campground.
All that remains of the old Hoffman Mill.
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We continued onwards
through the narrow tracks
with numerous twists, turns
and around fallen logs, till
we emerged at Lake
Brookman, from the way
Kerry and Steve drove down
the track to the foreshore I
felt we might have needed to
be an amphibian but no, all
was well and we stopped in
a big open space by the lake
edge for a lunch break.
One little hiccup no shade but people made their own shade. There was a cool breeze coming across the
lake.
Good to relax watching the water skiers on the lake. The stomachs now ready for the next leg of the 4x4
run. Narrow tracks in the forest around the lake and into Logue Brook Dam area. Another great camping
spot but being a long week end it was crowded.
The track out was still narrow giving the vehicles bush pin strips but all got through OK. Once on the main
track driving became easier although it was wider and dusty, no rain had fallen in this area. A few of us
stopped on the way back to camp at the Skipworth Winery to restock on liquid refreshment – their wines are
excellent and such an icon way out in the bush.
The Sunday run was more of a challenge and started with narrow tracks through the bush, pin stripes and
even a log climbing challenge. When Kerry and Steve did the recce, they could not find a chicken track
around a fallen log so they created a bridge over the log.
The bridge was still there but we had to do some modifications to get all our vehicles over.
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All made it over the modified bridge although one member jumped his vehicle over ??????? no names - he
knows who he is.
Once out of the forest we followed the power line track up and down hill, then onto the Harvey Dam, a
much-used track, not sure if we were on the main track or the chicken track as there were several tracks.
Lots of other 4x4’s trying their luck in the mud runs – guys up to their knees in mud trying to dig their
vehicles out. (Not for us today…)
The track twisted around large rutted areas, trees, big drops down to a sandy run along the water’s edge.
One group had their vehicle up to the back axle in the water and using two snack straps to try to get it out.
We ask if they needed help, but they were OK just having fun!!!!!!!!
No photos from me in this section as I have trouble with the Toyota leaning to my side when we travelled so
close to the drop down to the water’s edge.
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We stopped for lunch break on a flat section looking across to the dam and some members took their 4x4
skills through the numerous hilly tracks and gullies in the forest above the lunch spot.
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Others just relaxed.

We all got through the Harvey Dam
run and back to camp via Harvey
(where some members stocked up on
water, thanks to Kerry’s Mum).
We then toured the refurbished town of Yarloop, well worth the visit as you would never know that it was
completely wiped out in the bush fire.
Kerry and Steve certainly gave us all a fun two days in the bush – no mishaps just lots red dust and pin
stripes.
Back at camp the only hiccups – the toilet lock sometimes got jammed and on two occasion people had to
call or even send a text message to their partner to let them out.
In the evening Kim (owner of the property) and a few of the neighbours joined us in the large camp kitchen
shed for Happy Hour. The facilities at the camp provided BBQ plate, table and chairs, shade and lights.
The Club is very grateful to Kim for allowing us to use his facilities for our runs in the surrounding forest
and lake areas – all free of charge – Kerry did organise a small gift for Kim.
During the night the wind blew up, no damage to any vehicles, although one side of our caravan awning
came loose but we were able to restore back in place. Kerry and Steve’s top shade of their camper van
came loose and flapped most of the night.
Once again, a great weekend away with like-minded friends and a BIG THANKS TO KERRY, STEVE
AND KIM RHODES from Oz Travel HF Radio Club for making this possible.
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